
CBIA-CCGM Builder Round Table Meeting Notes 

2/17/16 

 

I. Builders Topics/Questions - “Round Table”: 

-When calling in online inspections, is there a way to be able to request multiple 
inspections at one time?  The webpage only lets an individual choose one 
inspection at a time.  Cityview is working on this glitch but not sure when it should 
be rectified.  However, it was noted by County reps. and participating builders 
that you do not need to completely log out but you must manually request each 
inspection.   We’ll keep this one on the radar to get an update at our next meeting 
with respect to correcting this in Cityview.  
 
-Is there a place on the CC website where someone can get elevation certificates?  
http://colliercountygmd.maps.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=0
deffd8721d6476f9be7f84924c106d8  no longer works.  Jamie is working on this as 
it seems numerous links were lost when the system went down in February.   
 

-A request was made to eliminate the Why is a shower lining installation required in a 

concrete slab recess?  While it should not be required, the 5
th
 edition of the Building Codes 

does not identify this exception.  (See attached).    While an FHBA Bill Codes Committee is 

exploring adding this exemption to the proposed new codes, this does not exempt the 

requirement in the current Building Codes.  It appears the exemption was inadvertently left 

out of the amendments.  Kathy will check with FHBA to determine if this can be added as an 

amendment to the current Bill Codes Glitches Bill being considered in the current legislative 

session. 

 

-Are elevation certificates required for condo remodels?  There is no elevation certificate 

required for the 50% rule.  Most home owner associations are providing this information to 

the County. 

 

-Timing Inspections Button???? does not seem to be working in the portal.  Rich Long will 

check on this and let us know.  

 

-Numerous participants commented that the CityView electronic process is much more user 

friendly than SIRE.  From electronic addressing to next step in permitting is taking more time 

than in the past…not sure why? Rich Long will check on this and let us know.   

 

II. Building Official/CCGM Administration Topics Discussed: 

 

Currently inspectors are doing 32+ inspections day.   All agreed that increased staffing of 

inspectors is a must.  However, an executive summary for increasing positions was pulled 

from the BCC meeting.  CBIA G.A. Committee will review and determine if this should be 

pushed and to whom we should speak…Leo, Nick, and/or commissioners.   

 

MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT 4:30 p.m. 
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